
ELECTRIC WIRE BINDING

PB3300 Electric Punch 
The World’s only Electric-Punch with a Built-In Electric Wire Closer! 
Simple to operate and fi nishes documents up to 1-1/4” thick. The 
powerful electric punch handles up to 25 sheets per lift, with fast 
and easy die changeover. The “hands-free” foot pedal operated 
electric wire closer speeds productivity and guarantees a consistent 
fi nish. Small footprint table top model allows easy machine placement 
wherever it is needed. Finishes Double-O wire books from 2 to 210 
sheets of 20# bond paper, on a bound edge up to 13” wide. Heavy 
duty steel dies punch up to 25 sheets of 20# bond in a single stroke. 
Tilted closing table and jaws offer optimum document positioning and 
assures an accurate close each time. Easily adjusts for different wire 
sizes. Built-in book thickness gauge for accurate Double-O wire size 
selection. Allows for punching various binding edge book sizes. 3:1 & 
2:1 round or square dies are available for wire binding. Fast & simple 
- punch dies slide in and lock in place in less than 1 minute. Dies for 
plastic comb or plastic coil binding are also available.

EC-14 Wire Closer
The EC-14 is an affordable electric wire closer that will handle wire 
sizes from 3/16” to 1-1/4” and binding edges up to 14” length. Ease 
of use and operation makes this product a perfect choice for a wire 
closer. Durable and compact, it can sit on any desktop. Will handle all 
3:1 and 2:1 wire from 3/16” up to 1-1/4” and binds up to a 14” binding 
edge. Engineered for operator safety – operator must use two hands to 
activate electric closer. All metal construction makes it durable. 
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EB3500/5000/7000 Series Wire Closers
The EB series of high quality, ruggedly built electric wire closers is 
offered in 3 models to handle a variety of width documents; 14”, 19-
1/2” &  27-1/2”. A tilted closing table and closing jaws provides optimum 
document positioning. The EB series of wire closers will handle all 3:1 
and 2:1 wire from 3/16” up to 1-1/4”. Changing the closing diameter 
size is accomplished with a simple twist of a knob. Optional Calendar 
Hanger is available for the EB5000 & EB7000 and can be ordered to 
handle loose or reeled calendar hangers from 2-3/4” up to 6” in length. 
Hanger inserter is a simple “plug and play” installation. Optional Stand is 
available for the EB5000 & EB7000 and can save valuable tabletop and 
fl oor space while permitting optimum operator position and effi ciency. 
EB3500 handles documents up to 14” in width. EB5000 handles 
documents up to 19-1/2” in width. EB7000 handles documents up to 29-
1/2” in width. Ergonomic Design - Tilted document feed and extendable 
document rest bars allow simple and optimum document positioning 
while minimizing operator fatigue.
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